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Introduction:  

This lesson is based on the notes on “RESOURCES” 

Instructions 

 

In your Exercise Book, copy the Header and the learning outcome. Make sure that your 

Handwriting is neat and legible. Go through your lesson notes and attempt the Practice Exercise in 

you exercise book. 

 

 

 

 

Please read your Lesson notes below and complete the Practice Exercise 144 that follows 

Resource 144:      Summary to  RESOURCES 
 
• A resource is a factor of production which is used to produce a good or a service. 
• A resource is mainly made up of land, labour, capital and enterprise 
• Resources are scarce (limited in quantity) 
• Resources from land are mainly natural resources which include water and sea. 
•  Resources  provided  by  labour  include  all  human  effort  whether  physical  or  mental  or 
skilled or unskilled effort put into production of a good or a service. 
• Resources from capital are mainly man made. Capital refers to equipment made by labour 
mainly to use in production of other goods and service. 
• Resources from enterprise can be seen as a human resource or human capital because it is 
made up of skilled labour that has the ability to organise and manage all other resources to 
produce a good or a service.  They are also known as entrepreneurs.  Entrepreneurs are 
decision makers and risk takers. 
• Natural resources can be divided into renewable and non-renewable resources. 
• Non-renewable resources are inorganic and include fossil fuels such as petroleum product like 
oil, gas and minerals like gold, copper, diamond. Metals and building materials like bricks and 
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Now attempt Practice Exercise 144 

Copy the questions and write your answers in your exercise book 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 144 

 
1. What is a resource? 
2. Identify the 4 main factors that make up most of the resources. 
3. List the 3 main characteristics of a resource. 
4. Give your own brief explanation of why a resource is said to be; 

i. Scarce  

ii. Not all places have the same type or amount of resources 
iii. Resources have alternative or competing uses. 
iv. A resource can be used to produce more than one good or service. 

5. Give 5 examples of resources that come from Land, Labour, Capital and Enterprise by 
filling the table below. 

6. Describe the manufacturing process of a product in your local area and identify one major 
Land, Labour, Capital and Enterprise resources required to produce it and explain how it is 
organised. 

7. Describe  how  an  entrepreneur  organises  and  manage  land,  labour  and  capital 
resources generally required to set up a shop. 

8. There are organisations like MSF (Medicine Sans Frontier) known as doctors without 
borders who are also providing medical services to the rural population of PNG. In terms of 
allocation of resources why do you think organisations like MSF are also providing medical 
services to the rural population?  (Think  along  the  line  of  why  are  they  providing  these 
services in PNG? What are some of their interests in PNG?) 

  

steel are also non-renewable. These resources are extracted from the earth’s crust and are fixed 
in quantity.  
• Renewable resources are mainly taken from the environment. They are made up of living  
things,  which  means  most  of  them  are  organic  materials.  They  include  food,  trees  and 
natural fibers,  food  and  plant  extracts  like  oil  and   medicine.  Solar, wind, tidal and hydro 
power are also renewable. 
• Most non-renewable resources are inorganic and cannot regenerate; they are recycled by 
processing them to be used again. Bottle and glass, steel and aluminium, cardboards and 
papers and plastics are all recycled to be used again.  
• In order for renewable resources to regenerate for us to use, it requires the effort of the society 
to protect the environment and the natural system that provides them.  
•  An  efficient  economic  system  will  be  able  to  allocate  scarce  resources  efficiently  and 
effectively. That is, resources will be distributed to where they are put into use to produce goods 
and services that people really need most and not producing things that people do not want. 

This is the end of Lesson 143.  
Next lesson is: 

 Lesson 144.  Revision Unit 11.1 Topic 3 THE BASIC ECONOMIC PROBLEM 


